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Actionable Insights

6350 Yarrow Dr. STE D
Carlsbad, CA 92011
EIN: 81-522839
501(c)(6) Non-Profit

Insured: Lord Vader Cellular: (760) 634-2821
Property: 1234 Divorce Ct.

San Diego, CA 92037
Billing: 1234 Divorce Ct.

San Diego, CA 92037

Claim Rep.: Executive General-Adjuster Business: (589) 585-1585
E-mail: executive@ngi.com

Estimator: Student Name E-mail: student@email.com

Claim Number: 787747 Policy Number: 787747737 Type of Loss: Water Damage

Date Contacted: 4/12/2019 9:25 AM
Date of Loss: 4/12/2019 9:25 AM Date Received: 4/12/2019 9:25 AM

Date Inspected: 4/12/2019 9:25 AM Date Entered: 4/12/2019 9:25 AM

Price List: CASD8X_JUN18
Restoration/Service/Remodel

Estimate: MX_MIT_V10
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CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE

Section I:  3D Forensic Scans

Pre-Mit Pro: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=eCsvANPp7Dn

Post-Mit Pro: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=S9X5VbMx8CU

Post Repair: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=H6zvUd1RQyu

Section II: Loss Snapshot

CAT 2 Commercial water loss - external water intrusion. The entire unit was fully upgraded only 21 months prior to the loss.
The building materials that were selected for were high grade to premium grade. Great care was taken to mitigate the property
and ensure an extremely clean environment as as this is an OBGYN's office.

Section III: Construction Estimate Opening Statement

This Construction Estimate Opening Statement (herein referred to as “This Section”) is a “standardized” section of the full
Construction Cost Estimate. The purpose of This Section is to define terms, conditions, and exclusions covering the project
specific cost estimate section which follows. This Section is standardized because it does not change from project to project.

The full Construction Cost Estimate document, including This Section, shall become a part of the construction contract upon
signature by both parties to the contract.

The project cost estimate outlined herein is presented for the purposes of both review and reference, as a complete accounting of
all construction services to be rendered for this specific project.

 (referred to within This Section, as “The Company”) is a general construction company. We specialize in repairing damaged
structures – resulting from either natural, or human incidents. The Company deals with insurance companies and adjusters and
works with owners or managers (within This Section referred to as the “Property Owner”) of: businesses, homes, and
commercial properties, including those which have sustained damage. The Company engages in the repair process of damaged
structures, both in providing insurance adjustment estimates and in executing repair services requested by Property Owners.

Please note:  offers other construction services as well, including: remodeling, tenant improvements, capital improvements,
building upgrades, and modifications of all kinds.

The specific type of estimate being made shall be clearly defined in Sections I and III.

This Section specifically applies to both the repair of damaged structures and standard construction work. The text, originally
written only for damage repair estimates, has been modified by adding either the words (or construction) or (or construction
work) behind “damage” or “repair”, throughout This Section, as required, to differentiate between the context of the two types of
projects. Wording has also been added for clarification of standard construction work projects, as appropriate.

The Company and the Property Owner are, within This Section, henceforth referred to jointly as “The Parties”.

All damages (or construction work) and values contained within the scope of the following project cost estimate are based
entirely upon actual seen damages (or construction work) viewed by The Company cost estimate specialist at the time of the
original inspection, and in the case of construction work, also based upon any blueprints, drawings, or specifications, as
submitted. If for some reason these costs have been modified based upon subsequent discussions or discoveries, this shall be
clearly documented in the cost estimate.
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NOTICE: The information contained in this estimate is confidential and for the intended party only. You are hereby notified that
any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this estimate is strictly prohibited unless written permission is granted by .

Terms and Conditions

The total estimated bid price represents the full dollar value, based upon The Company inspection, for all known, agreed to
repair (or construction) work as previously discussed to be completed in its entirety.

Included in the estimate total are all costs associated with work items specifically outlined: either in the text or contained in a
line item within the estimate.

Any changes, deletions, deviations, or adjustments to the scope of the repair (or construction) work may result in appropriate
adjustments in amounts for line item costs and for the total estimated costs.

Hidden damage discovered during repair (or construction) activities has not been covered in the existing cost estimate in any
fashion. Any required costs to repair unseen damages will be: identified; properly documented; and estimated following
discovery. The Parties shall agree upon the costs for repair of previously unseen damage before any such required work begins.

A separate change order cost estimate and contract modification shall be agreed to by The Parties to address all new work items
including, but not limited to: upgrades; discovered hidden damages; or changes in scope, feasibility, or price not covered in the
original estimate.

Replacement costs included in the estimate are for a like kind and quality product, but not necessarily an identical match.

When replacement parts or products are already in place at the time of the inspection, the estimate shall accurately reflect and
document such existing conditions.

For damage repair projects the insurance company, based upon the terms and conditions of the insurance policy, shall review and
approve the cost estimate. The estimate: does not constitute a settlement of any insurance claim; is not a settlement offer; and is
not an authorization to make any repairs to the property. The estimate does not constitute a guarantee of payment by the
insurance company for the damages to the property. The insurance company has sole responsibility to determine the amount of
any settlement. The Property Owner has full responsibility for authorizing any repairs as well as guaranteeing payment for
damage repair work completed.

Outstanding invoices that are not satisfied within 30 days will be assessed interest at 18% per annum (or the maximum amount
allowed by law).  In the event this account is referred to an attorney for collection, the client agrees to pay reasonable attorney
fees and court costs.

Cost Estimate Exclusions

Cost estimate as outlined herein currently totals: 9,873.24. The cost estimate DOES NOT include work tasks such as, but not
limited to, the following, unless any such costs have been identified specifically within the project’s scope and outlined either in
the text and/or included in a line item:

Emergency related items: restoration or mitigation services; building demolition; temporary shoring; or clean-up and drying
tasks.

Non-repair (construction) work items such as: replacement and/or cleaning of a building’s or location’s contents; relocation costs
for a business or family; contents pack-out or pack-in; moving; storage; or FF&E (movable furniture, fixtures, or equipment not
permanently connected to the building's utilities or structure) and rearranging of FF&E to allow access, so repair (construction)
work may proceed.

Pre-existing conditions with: painted surfaces - including problems resulting from the application of latex paint over-top-of
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oil-based paint; electrical - wiring, fixtures, and breakers; plumbing – pipe, connections, and fixtures; HVAC; or built-in
appliances.

Hidden, unseen damages and/or costs associated with repairs such as: wood rot – dry or wet; metals/materials - decay, rust,
corrosion, oxidation, or tarnish; or testing, remediation, and abatement for mold, lead, or asbestos.

Municipal or legal entity requirements, including: building plans; engineering reviews; building inspections; code upgrades;
permits – (including fees required or charged, fire prevention equipment surveys, or inspections); fees; or other requirements. In
addition, the cost estimate DOES NOT include The Company time incurred to coordinate and meet with city officials on these
types of items.

Landscaping, betterments, or improvements.

Utility requirements, such as: testing of gas lines; electrical inspections; special inspections or tests; work involved in connecting
to electric or gas services and any required coordination to meet and manage meetings/services with utility providers; or work
needed to make connections for phone, cable, or internet service providers and any required coordination to meet and manage
meetings/services with them.

Workmen-like-progress on the construction project including: mobilization costs related to The Company crews, equipment, and
subcontractors under circumstances when the Property Owner delays the project as the result of – requested changes, material
preferences, ordering delays, personal matters, and/or any other issue which interrupts The Company’s good-faith and
continuous progress; requests by the Property Owner to accelerate the project schedule, resulting in overtime and/or other
additional costs; contingency fees; or costs associated with parking fees or restricted access to the job site.

Additional Terms and Conditions

The Company has made the following assumptions regarding work to be completed, pursuant to the estimate:

• The Company shall be the general contractor on the project; shall oversee, manage, and be responsible for completing the
work; and shall utilize The Company’s tradespeople or subcontractors to accomplish the work.
• Work will be conducted during regular business hours, with considerations for holidays and weekends.
• Employees shall be allowed mandatory lunch breaks, as per the labor laws for the jurisdiction in which the work is performed.
• All work completed on the project shall be compliant with the building codes for the jurisdiction in which the property is
located.
• General Conditions are covered in the cost estimate text.

If the Property Owner anticipates a need for an unscheduled interruption of work on the project, it shall be the Property Owner’s
responsibility to suggest The Parties schedule a meeting to: discuss the interruption; minimize the impacts on The Company’s
good-faith, workman-like progress on the project; and minimize the potential for unanticipated costs to be injected into the
project due to the shut-down.

Once the contract is signed, the Property Owner becomes responsible for all costs not included in the estimate.

If the Property Owner wishes to remove items from the cost estimate to be completed by the Property Owner or others, after the
contract has been signed, The Company reserves the right to revise and adjust the bid price accordingly. The Company, as the
general contractor, reserves the right to evaluate and then calculate costs associated with any deviations made to, or items
removed from, the estimate, including the total price for the project. No item requested to be removed from the estimate shall be
started on by the Property Owner until a work order and contract modification covering the proposed removal(s) have been
signed by The Parties. Furthermore, the amount outlined in the estimate for Overhead and Profit owed to The Company, as the
general contractor, is hereby fixed and shall remain in full as the minimum equivalent fee unless otherwise expressly agreed to
by The Company in the signed written contract modification.

The cost estimate is considered valid for 30 days from the date it was signed by The Company cost estimate specialist. After 30
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days The Company reserves the right and the option to accept, revise, or reject the estimate.

All the employees at , wish to Thank You for selecting us to provide our specialized services for your important repair (or
construction) project. We look forward to building our relationship with you on future projects.

If you have any questions on cost estimates or the actual work involved, please feel free to contact the undersigned via email and
be sure to CC the insured on all claims correspondence.

Sincerely,

Student Name
student@email.com

Section IV: Project Cost Estimate [V13.2]
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MX_MIT_V10

Main Level
Main Level

DESCRIPTION QTY

>HAULING ACTIVITIES

1.  Haul debris - per pickup truck load - including dump fees

Represents cost to responsibly recycle waste building materials. Dumping fees updated in accord w/ attached landfill fee schedule.
(i.e., Miramar Landfill charges $118 for company branded pickups, thus we adjusted market conditions by $79.50 to reflect the
inherent deficiency.)
Calc: 1

4/12/2019 miramar-landfill-refuse-disposal-fees-schedule

>REGULAR HOURS EMS ACTIVITIES

2.  Emergency service call - during business hours

6/15 (Thursday)
Calc: 1

3.  Cleaning & Remediation - Supervisory - per hr

Hours satisfies the time required for a Super Intendant to establish a scope in accord with IICRC S500/R520 Standards due to the
sensitive nature associated with a CAT3 water loss. (Prudent for both the PH and the Technicians Spearheading the work).
Calc: 2

4.  Equipment setup, take down, and monitoring (hourly charge)

Day 1: 06/15 (Thursday) 2 Tech x 3.5 Hours ¬(a) Arrange equipment in accord with IICRC best practices (b) Conduct electrical load
audit (c) Make adjustments to equipment based on circuit load (d) Check/replace the dehu pre-filters (e) Measure GPP emanating
from dehu exhaust - verify results are within manufacturer specifications (f) Tape down the dehu purge lines (g) Use the Extech
M0290 to take moisture readings in the affected area (h) Begin filling out the dry out logs that accompany this invoice.
Note: The Revised National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) provides guidelines for evaluating two-handed
manual lifting tasks. In short, under this scenario, the maximum weight to be lifted with two hands (under ideal conditions) is 51
pounds. [https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2007-131/pdfs/2007-131.pdf]¬The Dri-Eaz 7000 LGR dehu(s) deployed weighs in at ~107
pounds, thus two technicians were required to safely deploy the ~107lb dehu(s).
Day 2: 06/16 (Friday) 1 Tech x 1.75 Hours (a) Monitor equipment (b) Rearrange equipment based on progress (c) Update dry logs
Calc: (2*3.5)+(1*1.75)

>AFTER HOURS EMS ACTIVITIES

5.  Equip. setup, take down & monitoring - after hrs

Day 3: 06/17 (Saturday) 1 Tech(s) x 2 Hour(s)¬(a) Monitor equipment (b) Rearrange equipment based on progress (c) Update dry
logs
Day 4: 06/18 (Sunday) 2 Tech(s) 2.5 Hour(s) (Equip. Takedown)
(a) Ensure elevated moisture associated with the affected building materials have been significantly addressed (b) Breakdown
equipment and return to the vehicle (c) Finalize dry logs that are embedded in the Mattertags here:
Note: The Revised National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) provides guidelines for evaluating two-handed
manual lifting tasks. In short, under this scenario, the maximum weight to be lifted with two hands (under ideal conditions) is 51
pounds. The Dri-Eaz 7000 LGR dehu that was deployed weighs in at ~107 pounds, thus two technicians were required to safely
deploy the ~107 pound dehu.
Calc: (1*2)+(2*2.5)

>DECON OF DRY OUT EQUIP

6.  Equipment decontamination charge - per piece of equipment
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CONTINUED - Main Level

DESCRIPTION QTY

2 Dehus
Calc: 2

>DECON OF EXTRACTION EQUIP

7.  Equipment decontamination charge - per piece of equipment

Cat 3 Loss - Substantial Decontamination Required
 Decontamination of Extraction Wand: 1 Unit(s)
 Decontamination of Pressurized Lines: 150' of extraction hoses = 3 Unit(s)¬Includes: Anti-microbial decontamination of
pressurized lines that typically flank extraction hoses.
Excludes: Extraction hoses, for the decontamination of extraction hoses, see WTREQDH
Maximum of 50' of pressurized lines.
Calc: (3+1)

8.  Equipment decontamination charge - HVY, per piece of equip

Cat 3 Loss - Substantial Decontamination Required
Decontamination of Extraction Hoses:150' of extraction hoses = 3 Unit(s)¬Includes: Anti-microbial decontamination of extraction
hoses.
Excludes: Pressurized hose lines, for the decontamination of pressurized lines, see WTREQD
Maximum of 50' of extraction hoses.
Decontamination of Truck Mount: 1 Unit(s)
Includes: Back washing truck mount filters, and decontaminating the cargo van step deck area.
Excludes: Maintenance and/or lubrication activities
Calc: 3+1

>ANTI-MICROBIAL MITIGATION PPEs

9.  Add for personal protective equipment - Heavy duty

06/15 (Thursday) - 4 Tech(s) x 2 Suit(s) x 1 Day(s) (CAT3 Demo Protocol - 1 suit before lunch break; 1 suit after lunch break)
06/16 (Friday) - 4 Tech(s) x 2 Suit(s) x 1 Day(s) (CAT3 Demo Protocol - 1 suit before lunch break; 1 suit after lunch break)

10.  Personal protective gloves - Heavy duty (per pair)

Assumes each tech goes through 4 sets of gloves per shift in addition to the WTRPPE+ Nitrates Glove.
Note: WTRPPE+ includes one set of Nitrate Gloves (limited field lifespan).
06/15 (Thursday) - 4 Techs x 3 Gloves x 1 Day  (CAT3 Demo Protocol)
06/16 (Friday) - 4 Techs x 3 Gloves x 1 Day (CAT3 Demo Protocol)

11.  Boots - waterproof latex - Disposable (per pair)

3" of standing Cat 3 water
06/15 (Thursday) - 4 Tech(s) x 1 Bootie(s)

12.  Respirator - Full face - multi-purpose resp. (per day)

Full face required when executing anti-microbial treatment in accord with manufactures SDS docs.
06/15 (Thursday) 4 Techs x 1 Unit x 1 Day
13.  Respirator cartridge - HEPA & vapor & gas (per pair)
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CONTINUED - Main Level

DESCRIPTION QTY

SDS associated with the anti-microbial cleaning chemicals require vapor/gas protection.
4 Techs x 1 Respirator Cartridge(s) x 1 Day
Note: Respirators poised to last the life of the project

14.  Respirator - Half face - multi-purpose resp. (per day)

Worn when executing demo in conjunction with eye protection.
Full Face Respirators Are Used Only as Needed when administering chemicals, otherwise the crew uses half face respirators in
conjunction with goggles as it is a wildly more comfortable arrangement.
06/15 (Thurs) 4 Techs x 1 Half Face Respirators
06/16 (Fri) 4 Techs x 1 Half Face Respirators

15.  Respirator cartridge - HEPA only (per pair)

4 Techs x 1 Respirator Cartridge(s) (Used in conjunction w/ half face respirators when chemical hazards were not prevalent)
Note: Respirators poised to last the life of the project

16.  Eye protection - plastic goggles - Disposable

Worn in conjunction with half face respirators.
06/15 (Thursday) 4 Techs x 1 Pair of Goggles
06/16 (Fri) 4 Techs x 1 Pair of Goggles

>GENERAL CLEANUP

17.  Add for HEPA filter (for canister/backpack vacuums)

Req to mitigate cross contamination from previous projects.
Filters change prior to executing scope.
1 HEPA Canister Vacs Deployed.
Calc: 1

18.  Water Extraction & Remediation Technician - per hour

Represents the cost to clean the construction traffic area, and sweep driveway/street for misc debris.
06/16 (Demo) 1 Tech x 1 Hr
06/17 (Demo) 1 Tech x 1 Hr
Calc: (1*1)+(1*1)
>DIGITAL ASSETS

19.  Pre-Mit Matterport Pro Scan <1000 SQFT

PH has commissioned various Matterport digital assets per work authorization.
The deltas between the pre & post mitigation scans help all the materially interested parties establish and confirm scope.
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=eCsvANPp7Dn

20.  Post-Mit Matterport Pro Scan <1000

PH has commissioned various Matterport digital assets per work authorization.
The deltas between the pre & post mitigation scans help all the materially interested parties establish and confirm scope.
 https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=S9X5VbMx8CU

21.  Matterport TrueSketchPLUS SKX <1000 SQFT
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CONTINUED - Main Level

DESCRIPTION QTY

Emailed the TrueSketchPLUS to all materially interested parties on 4/12/19 @ 1pm Pacific
Leveraging the TrueSketchPLUS product expedites scoping for all the materially interested parties and helps constrain the argument
at least as it relates sketch measurements.

>THERMAL IMAGING

22.  Thermal imaging - (Bid Item)

Moisture mapping associated w/ Cat 2 loss.  Thermo imaging leveraged in effort to quickly establish a reasonable scope and ensure
unaffected building materials were left unmolested. Cost: GRATIS
Calc: 1

NOTES:
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DESCRIPTION QTY

>DEMO ACTIVITIES (AFTER HOURS)

23.  Mask and cover register / air return - Large aft hours

Cover the 4 returns/registers prior to executing mitigation phase in effort to mitigate the potential that the duct work becomes
contaminated. Direct yield reduced by 30% in an effort to accommodate after hours concessions.
Calc: 4

24.  Tear out baseboard and bag for disp. - up to Cat 3 aft hrs

06/17 (Saturday) reduced by 30% to account for full height windows.
Calc: PF*0.7

25.  Tear out trim - after business hours
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CONTINUED - Entry/Foyer

DESCRIPTION QTY

30% of the walls incorporated compromised quarter round that was removed and bagged after hours. The Quarter round ran along the
bottom of the full height windows.
Matterport Deep Link: http://tinyurl.com/y326dehq
Calc: PF*0.3

26.  Tear out non-salv floating floor & bag- Cat 3 wtr-aft hrs

06/17 (Saturday)
Matterport Deep Link: http://tinyurl.com/yyp8vx88
Calc: F

27.  Tear out wet drywall, cleanup, bag, LF - 2' Cat 3 aft hrs

06/17 (Saturday)
Calculation reduced by 30% to account for windows.
Matterport Deep Link: http://tinyurl.com/y4wyneat
Calc: PF*0.7

28.  Install Outlet or switch cover - detach only - after hours

Detach of switch covers so that drywall could be thoughtfully removed.
Direct yield adjusted to 31 to account for the inefficiencies and additional cost associated with after hours work.
Calc: 2

29.  Tear out and bag wet insulation - Category 3 - after hours

Assumes that the insulation is pulled out beyond the 2' flood cut as the water wicked up the R13.
Calc: ((PF*4)*0.7

30.  Sink - single bowl - Detach - after hours

Direct yield adjusted to account for challenges associated with the detach of an undermount sink.
Calc: 1

31.  Countertop - solid surface/granite - Detach - after hours

06/17 (Saturday)
Calc: 7*2

32.  Cabinet - lower (base) unit - Detach - after hours

Calc: 7

33.  Water extract from hard surf flr - Cat 3 wtr - aft bus hrs

Orig. Desc. - Water extraction from hard surface floor - Cat 3 water - after hours

No after hour line item exist, yield adjusted by 25% to accommodate the reduced efficiency and increased cost when performing
mitigation activities after hours.
Calc: F

34.  Apply anti-microbial agent to more than the floor - after hours

06/17 - Applied to wall cavities (Calc: (PF*2)*0.75) and floors (Calc: F) post demo.
0.75 multiple incorporated in order to accurately account for shared walls with shared activities.
Matterport Deep Link: http://tinyurl.com/y5tongzu
Calc: F+((PF*2)*0.75)
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CONTINUED - Entry/Foyer

DESCRIPTION QTY

>DEMO ACTIVITIES (REGULAR HOURS)

35.  P-trap assembly - Detach & reset

Detach only
Calc: 0.5

36.  C-Cap Supply Lines

Angles stops were braised off and replaced with c-caps to mitigate the potential for a secondary loss.
Calc: 1

37.  Toilet/sink/drain plug - disposable - up to 4"

Seals the p-trap drain line and mitigates gas emissions etc.
One time use.  Market conditions updated  by $9.44 to reflect cost to procure test plug.
Calc: 1

38.  Reverse osmosis water treatment system - Detach & reset

Detach only
Calc: 0.5

39.  HEPA Vacuuming - Light - (PER SF)

The doctor was extremely concerned about the job site cleanness and appearance, as such, the affected areas were hepa vacuumed.
Light is sufficient.
Calc: F+((PF*2)*0.7)

40.  Clean stud wall - Heavy

Stud Cavity. WTRGRM does not adequately satisfy.  The aluminium channel sill plates had standing contaminated water in them and
it required some considerable human capital to restore and decontaminate the sill plates. Less 30% to account for the windows.
Calc: (PF*2)*0.7

>POST DEMO CLEANUP

41.  Water Extraction & Remediation Technician - per hour

Bag compromised building material.
2 Techs x 1hr
Calc: 2*1

42.  Plastic contractor debris bag

Various compromised building material that is not contemplated by the related demo line items.
Calc: 3

>MITIGATION EQUIPMENT

43.  Dehumidifier (per 24 hour period) - XLarge - No monitoring

Additional Item Info: "Quality: Dehumidifier with an AHAM certified rating of 110 to 159 pints per day."
Dri-Ez 7000 LGR is certified at 130 pints (AHAM) per day, thus WTRDHM>> is warranted.
Deployed between 06/15 - 06/18 (rounded down to the nearest full 24hr period)
2 Unit(s) x 3 Day(s)
Matterport Deep Link: http://tinyurl.com/y57zcmf2
Calc: 2*3
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CONTINUED - Entry/Foyer

DESCRIPTION QTY

44. Air mover (per 24 hour period) - No monitoring

06/15 - 06/18
3 Unit(s) x 3 Day(s) (Rounded down to the nearest full 24hr period) 
Matterport Deep Link:: http://tinyurl.com/y57zcmf2
Calc: 3*3

NOTES:

Diverse Perspectives – Shared Objectives
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1 miramar-landfill-refuse-disposal- Date Taken: 4/12/2019 Taken By: AI
fees-schedule
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